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“Our class had an absolutely fantastic tour! Daniel, our TFA
tour guide, went above and beyond to give the students a
day they won’t soon forget. And, after living in Tulsa for 40
years, I finally feel like I know my own downtown. Wonderful
day and wonderful memories. Thanks for making it possible.”
Barbara McCrary, English Language Development Teacher, Park
Elementary School
Barbara and her students typify the impact that Tulsa
Foundation for Architecture has on the Greater Tulsa community
every day. TFA is the nonprofit resource for everyone who loves
Tulsa. Whether you are considering supporting TFA for the first
time or have been a sponsor for years, I would like to offer my
sincere thanks. The support of our members and sponsors
makes possible everything that we do, from instilling civic pride
in our youth through the value of architecture to championing
Tulsa’s quality of life through our advocacy.
Get to know us!
As you look through these pages, you’ll see the numerous
programs that TFA hosts every year. Our work impacts
thousands of people, just like you and me, who are fascinated
by how design, history, and architecture tells Tulsa’s story.
We hope that you’ll want to become a Community Partner or
Program Sponsor, and join us in embracing the past, present,
and future of our built environment.
Kind regards,

Amanda DeCort
Executive Director

TULSA UNDERGROUND TOURS
See your city from a whole new perspective.
Our subterranean tour has become the most popular event given by the Tulsa
Foundation for Architecture! Moving through the multiple tunnels connecting
downtown buildings, tour-goers learn about architecture, the history of the buildings,
and surprising stories about prominent Tulsans.

EXPLORE DOWNTOWN TULSA
We teach Tulsa’s kids to be proud of their hometown.
Many of Tulsa’s youth never get the chance to spend time in the heart of the city.
Touring with TFA, students learn firsthand how Tulsa’s history has shaped our
architecture. In partnership with the George Kaiser Family Foundation, the Explore
Downtown Tulsa program exposes students to the cultural and historical treasures
of the downtown area, allowing them to dream big in their academic and personal
pursuits.

HISTORIC TAX CREDITS
Preservation is a powerful catalyst for community growth and revitalization.
Tulsa Foundation for Architecture understands the importance of retaining this effective tool, to ensure
the viability of the historic rehabilitation projects driving investment in downtowns across the state.
This is why we commissioned a statewide study on the economic impact of Oklahoma’s Historic
Tax Credit program. Study findings strongly support retention of the program: a fiscally responsible
incentive, the historic tax credit program has been remarkably successful in creating jobs, generating
tax revenues at the state and local level, and bringing vacant buildings back to life to the benefit of
cities and towns across our state.

CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE
A significant collection of resources deserves a significant home.
Last year, Tulsa Foundation for Architecture moved into the historic Ponca City
Savings & Loan Building at the corner of 7th Street and Boston Avenue. This
significant Mid-Century Modern structure designed by local architect Robert E.
Buchner, AIA (1915-2005) has been vacant for many years. TFA is overseeing
restoration of the building and will soon be hosting tours, exhibits, lectures and
gatherings in our new space, along with our partners at AIA Eastern Oklahoma. We
can’t wait to show you our new home!

NEIGHBORHOOD TOURS
Get the inside story on historic homes and districts.
TFA goes beyond downtown. Lovers of old houses turn out by the hundreds
to explore the history and eclectic architecture of unique Tulsa neighborhoods.
Residents of Tulsa’s most intriguing neighborhoods open up their private homes to
provide glimpses into the past and showcase their homes’ rich architectural heritage.
Past tours have included Reservoir Hill, Riverview, and Lortondale.

DWELL IN THE IDL
Discover what it’s like to live upstairs, downtown.
The Dwell in the IDL tour attracts hundreds of tour-goers eager to experience the
latest residential developments in the heart of downtown Tulsa. This self-paced tour
showcases downtown living through adaptive reuse and creative new construction
within the Inner Dispersal Loop, or IDL. The Dwell tour includes properties across the
IDL, including the Deco District, East Village, Blue Dome, Greenwood, and Brady Arts
Districts.

ARCHIVES
Preserving Tulsa’s architectural history for our future.
TFA holds a huge inventory of pieces relating to the history of Tulsa’s built environment. Our Archives
include an extensive collection of original architectural drawings of Tulsa buildings and residences,
such as the Medical Arts Building, Warehouse Market, Southern Hills Country Club, the Tulsa Assembly
Center, and the Mabee Residence. New materials are donated regularly. We also house architectural
periodicals dating from 1920 to 1980, newspaper clippings, photographs, project specifications and
artifacts. Our collection is invaluable for researchers, architects and students.

ADVOCACY
Creating a culture that embraces the value of architecture is what we do.
Tulsa Foundation for Architecture was created to change the way Tulsa sees itself and treats its built
environment. It was at a time when downtown Tulsa had been abandoned, historic buildings were leveled,
zoning codes favored the automobile and there was a lack of overall vision. The community needed a
nonprofit organization to provide expertise and leadership in historic preservation, urban design and
architecture. Today, TFA continues to build on its original mission to serve as a serve as a resource that
recognizes, records and preserves the built environment, and advocates quality future development that
enhances Tulsa’s livability.

FILM FESTIVAL
We bring architecture and design to a whole new audience.
With a curated selection of films, events and panel discussions, the Architecture
& Design Film Festival creates an opportunity to entertain, engage and educate all
types of people. With well-attended screenings, legendary panelists, and vibrant
discussions, ADFF is the nation’s largest film festival celebrating the creative spirit of
architecture and design.

2ND SATURDAY TOURS
Tulsa has a rich architectural history, and TFA loves to share it.
Each month a different historical area or topic is featured in TFA’s 2nd Saturday Tour.
Volunteer guides lead the walking tours and point out features of unique buildings and
offer historical perspectives. Every tour is different, but will typically include a visit to a
lobby, a tunnel, or maybe an oil baron’s penthouse! On any given tour, you might see
beautiful examples of Art Deco, Beaux Arts, Gothic Revival and Mid-Century Modern
buildings.

MEMBERS’ OPEN HOUSE
An exclusive annual gathering for architecture insiders.
Each year, the Tulsa Foundation for Architecture hosts a special event just for our
members and supporters. It’s a chance for us to invite our friends out for an evening
of mingling, conversation and cocktails in an architecturally significant setting. From
the Robert L. Jones House to McBirney Mansion to the Tulsa Fire Alarm Building, the
Members-Only Open House is always a celebratory atmosphere within the walls of
beautiful Tulsa residences and buildings. A popular and much anticipated event, TFA’s
membership party never disappoints.

MOD OF THE MOMENT
Preserving the recent past, one home at a time.
Tulsa is fortunate to retain an excellent collection of Mid-Century Modern architecture.
Modern Tulsa, an organization of Tulsa Foundation for Architecture, is actively working to build
appreciation for it. With the resurgence of interest in modern design and fashion, Modern Tulsa
and TFA have helped to save amazing Mid-Century Modern homes across Tulsa by hosting
Mod of the Moment events with our local REALTORS. Highlighting these homes to our specific
audience as they come on the market gives the maximum exposure to buyers interested in
preserving modern architecture and design.

Quality of place. The expression was coined in an attempt to explain
why people, especially talented Young Professional and Creative Class
people who have endless choices, choose to live in certain places.
Quality of place animates Tulsa Foundation for Architecture, it’s what
gets us excited, it’s who and what we are.
Key components of quality of place are history and community. The
combination of the built and the natural environments. Authenticity
-- as in real buildings, real people, real history is key. In her book
Cosmopolitan City, Bonnie Kahn says one of the hallmarks of a great city
is intolerance for mediocrity.
Urban economists estimate that more than fifty percent of young
professionals choose the city in which to live before they choose their
job. This is no folly of youth. Companies, for their part, locate in areas
rich in these young people. That, in turn, attracts more young people.
A virtuous circle is created. Edward Glaeser of Harvard University: “The
most successful economic development policy is to attract and retain
smart people.”
HEAD

Attraction and retention of a vital asset, our human capital. Quality of
place is at the highest level of the hierarchy of city attributes. Quality of
place is a mission of Tulsa Foundation for Architecture.

HEART

Tulsa -- we have become new and relevant by embracing our past.
Historic renovations of architectural treasures in our downtown area as
well as excellent design and construction of new, innovative buildings
have created a vitality that is gaining momentum by the day.
When you support the Tulsa Foundation for Architecture, you are
partnering with us to continue this movement and to promote and
protect Tulsa’s architectural legacy.
TFA has unwavering commitments to: educating Tulsans and visitors
about the importance of our history and built environment; promoting
stewardship and rehabilitation of significant architecture; conserving
historic architectural drawings in the TFA Archives; advocating for better
policies to preserve and enhance the places that make Tulsa unique;
encouraging innovation and design excellence in new buildings and
public investments.
Tulsa is a living, breathing example of what makes a city interesting
and authentic. We could not be more proud to be at the vanguard of
advancing those attributes.
Please join us! Together, let’s continue to advocate for architectural
preservation and to encourage excellent design and construction .

TULSA FOUNDATION FOR ARCHITECTURE
PEOPLE
500 MEMBERS
102 VOLUNTEERS
18 TRUSTEES + 13 ADVISORS
PROGRAMS
4,500 SECOND SATURDAY TOUR-GOERS ANNUALLY
700 DWELL IN THE IDL ATTENDEES ANNUALLY
1,044 ATTENDEES OF MEMBER-EXCLUSIVE EVENTS
500 SCHOOL KIDS ON EXPLORE DOWNTOWN TULSA TOURS

SOCIAL MEDIA
12,951 FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS
1,704 INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS
1,227 TWITTER FOLLOWERS
6,255 e-NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS

PRESS COVERAGE
TULSA WORLD
TULSA LIFESTYLE
TULSA PEOPLE
THE TULSA VOICE
TAHLEQUAH DAILY PRESS

HOUSTON CHRONICAL
GREATER TULSA REPORTER
JOURNAL RECORD
PRESERVATION MAGAZINE
SIGNS OF THE TIME

PUBLIC RADIO TULSA
KJRH
KOTV
KTUL
FOX 23
DAILY MAIL
CURBED
C-SPAN
TRAVELOK
TRIPADVISOR
NBC NEWS

USA TODAY
THIS LAND PRESS

Tulsa Foundation for Architecture celebrates the art of architecture and
the power of design. Tulsa has a rich architectural heritage and TFA loves
to share it!
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$10,000 +

Architecture.
Here are our Community
Partner levels for your
consideration.

SILVER

in the Tulsa Foundation for

$2,500 - $4,999

GOLD

1/4 PAGE

We appreciate your interest

$5,000 - $9,999

PLATINUM

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

PA R T N E R R E C O G N I T I O N
EVENT AND TOUR BOOKLETS

OPENING REMARKS AT EVENTS

PA R T N E R P E R K S
USE OF TFA FACILITY
Contributions of any kind
are greatly appreciated by
the Tulsa Foundation for
Architecture.

PRIVATE TOUR

TICKETS TO TFA AWARDS
TFA is a nonprofit
501 (c) (3) organization, #73314753355
Tulsa Foundation
for Architecture
633 South Boston
Tulsa, OK. 74119
918.583.5550
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